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We'll be updating with live results today from It's Showtime in Amsterdam. on the card top 5
heavyweight Hesdy Gerges is in action as well as a huge -70kg fight with Mohammed Khamal
and Robin van Roosmalen. There's also a title fight for the vacant It's Showtime 85MAX World
Title, featuring Amir Zeyada and Sahak Parparyan.. For ordering the card, you can go to http://
www.showtimefights.com
and for just 10 Euros ($14), you can get a stacked card. We encourage everyone to buy, watch
and support It's Showtime. If you live in Canada, you can watch on tape delay on The Fight
Network at 6PM EST/3PM PST. The event airs live at 3PM EST/12PM PST.

For full play by play of the event, I'll be providing it on my Twitter, @rianscalia . Also follow @L
iverkickdotcom on Twitter
for more coverage.

Main Card
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Giga Chikadze (R3 - Unanimous Dec.) Evgeniy Kurovskoy - Giga pretty much dominated
this fight, Evgeniy got dropped by a beautiful right hook in the first round, and got tagged with a
big knee in the second. The third he rallied a bit, but simply could not come back.

Frank Pareces Vilches (R3 - Unanimous Dec.) Robert van Nimwegen - I missed literally the
entire fight to buffering.

Hafid el Boustati (R3 - Dec.) Mohammed Medhar - From what I saw, el Boustati was picking
Medhar apart.

Sahak Parparyan (It's Showtime 85MAX World Title Fight) (R5 - Dec.) Amir Zeyada - Crazy
fight, back and forth with really great combinations from both men. It was very hard to pick a
winner in this fight, Zeyada was a lot bigger and stronger, but Parparyan stayed calm and
weathered every storm and had more clean connections.

Mohammed Khamal (R3 - Dec.) Robin van Roosmalen - Wow. Watch this fight. This is what
stand up battles should look like, both guys were going tooth and nail for all three rounds, made
you wish it were a 5 round bout.

Hesdy Gerges (R2 - KO) Chris Knowles - Knowles had some heart, took a lot of shots in the
first round, but in the second round couldn't handle Gerges's power. Right hook, right uppercut,
left knee to the face and a hook to finish it and Knowles was DOWN for a solid 20 seconds.
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